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A COUNTEREXAMPLE IN NONLINEAR

BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

J.   W.   HEIDEL

Abstract. For the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) below

where initial value problems of (1.1) are unique and exist on (a, b)

it is known that global uniqueness on (a, b) implies global existence

on (a, ¿>) if ßo=0. It is also known that this is false if ßo^O and

<x<5—ßy=0. It is shown here by example that this is also false if

ßo?iOand<xo-ßy*0.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with solutions of the nonlinear

differential equation

(1.1) x"=/(/,x,x')

which satisfy the general linear boundary conditions

(1.2) ax(/x) + ßx'(tx) = rx,        yx(t2) + ôx'(t2) = r2.

It will be assumed throughout that/is a continuous real valued function

on (a, b)xR2 and a, b, a, ß, y, ô, rx, and r2 are real constants such that

a.2 + ß2>0 and y2 + o2>0.

We recall the following definitions [2].

Definition 1.1. Problem (1.1), (1.2) with any fixed/, a, b, a, ß, y, ô

is said to be globally unique if for tx, t2e(a, b) with tx<t2 and for every

rx, r2eR there exists at most one solution of (1.1), (1.2).

Definition 1.2. Problem (1.1), (1.2) with any fixed/, a, b, a, ß, y, ô

is said to be globally solvable if for every tx, t2e(a, b) with tx<t2 and for

every rx, r2eR there exists at least one solution of (1.1), (1.2).

Lasota and Opial [3] have established the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that for every point (t0, x0,y0)e(a, b)xR2

there exists one and only one solution x(t) of equation (1.1) such that

x(/0)=x0, x'(t0)=y0 and it is defined on the whole interval (a, b). If problem

(1.1), (1.2) with /S<5 = 0 is globally unique then the same problem is globally

solvable.
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Lasota and Opial [3] have also shown that the theorem need not be

true if ßo^O. In particular they give an example to show that the theorem

is not true for a=y= —1 and /3=<5=1. Note that in this case

D=det(a    § =0.

If ßö 5¡¿0, (1.2) can be written in the form

(1.3) cx(tx) + x'(<i) = r'i,       dx(t2) + x'(t2) = r2.

The transformation

(1.4) u = xect

transforms (1.1), (1.3) into

(1.5) u" = g(t, u, «'),

(1.6) u'(h) = r'i,       (d - c)u(t2) + u'(t2) = r"2.

Furthermore this transformation preserves global uniqueness in the sense

that (1.1), (1.3) is globally unique if and only if (1.5), (1.6) is globally
unique. Thus if/3Ó5=0 and 7)=0, (1.1), (1.2) can be transformed into (1.5)

and u'(tx)=rx, u'(t2)=r2. Hence the example of Lasota and Opial shows

that Theorem 1.1 does not hold, without further conditions on/ for any

a, ß, y, ô with ßo^Q and £>=0.

Lasota [2] has recently raised the question as to whether Theorem 1.1

can hold if ßö^O and 7)^0. It is shown in the next section that the answer

to this question is no for any such a, ß, y, ô.

It should be remarked that Theorem 1.1 was established independently

by Jackson [1] under the stronger assumption that ß=o=0. In Theorem

1.1 the hypothesis of uniqueness of initial value problems can be removed

entirely. The hypotheses of extendability of initial value problems and of

global uniqueness of (1.1), (1.2) can be relaxed. For a discussion of these

improvements see [4]. Lasota's paper [2] cited above discusses some

additional relations between uniqueness and existence and has many

examples.

2. An example. The following example and the remark which follows

shows that Theorem 1.1 cannot hold if ßo^eO and 7)^0. It is motivated

by an example of Lasota and Opial [3] but is more complicated.

Denote by <p(p,q) the solution of the equation j>+p arelan <p=q,

/>> — !. Consider the differential equation

(2.1) x" = F"4>(llF',x'IF')
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on the interval (a, b) = (—l, 2) where the function Fis determined below.

Letting w=x', (2.1) becomes w'=F"^(l/F', wjF') which has the general

solution

(2.2) w(t) = BF'(t) + arctan B

if F'>0 on (—1,2) since initial value problems of the w equation are

unique and a member of (2.2) passes through each point in (— 1, 2) X R.

Since x(/)=JÓ w(s) ds+A, the boundary conditions (1.3) will be satisfied

if and only if (with r¡ replaced by rt, i= 1, 2)

c     w(s) ds + cA + w(tx) = rx,

(2.3)
d     w(s) ds + dA + w(t2) = r2.

Jo

For definiteness in the example suppose that o"=l and c>l. Then (2.3)

becomes

-S"
Jtl

(2.4) c     w(s) ds + cw(t2) — w(ti) = cr2 — rx.
Jtx

Substituting (2.2) into (2.4) yields

H(B, tx, t2) = B(c[F(t2) + F'(t2)] - [cF(tx) + F'(tx)])

(2.5) + (arctan B)[c(t2 + 1) - (ctx + 1)]

= cr2-rx.

Global uniqueness will hold if dHjdB^O for all tx, t2, B such that

—1</1</2<2 and — co<fi<oo. For this it suffices to have

(2.6) F(/2) + F'(/2) = F(tx) + (llc)F'(ti)

if /2=7i. Furthermore in order that global existence fail, it will suffice

to find at least one pair (tx, t2) such that

(2.7) F(/2) + F'(t2) = F(tx) + (ljc)F'(tx).

Thus F(t) is to be determined in such a way that F'(/)>0 on (—1,2)

and that (2.6), (2.7) hold.

On [-1,0] determine Fas the solution of Fx+(I jc)F'x=\, Fx(-1)=0.

Then F1(/)=l-e-c<i+1). Hence F[>0 and F1(0)=l-e-c<l.

On [0, 1], determine Fas the solution of

(2.8) F2 + g(/)F2 = 1,       F2(0) = Fx(0)

where geC^O, 1] is chosen so that g(0)=ljc, g(l)=l, l/c^g(t)^l for
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0=r=l, andg'(0)=g'(l)=0. (Forexample,g(t)=[(c- 1)/2c]cos7t(í-1)+

(c+l)/2c.) By comparing (2.8) with y+(\¡c)y' = \ it is easily seen that

F2(t)<1 for 0=í=1 and so F'2(t)>0.

On [1,2], F is determined as the solution of F3-\-F3=l, F3(1)=F2(1).

Thus F3(t)=l + (F3(l)-iy~K Since f3(l)<l, F'3(t)>0.

Finally then we have

F(t) = Fx(t),      re [-1,0],

= F2(t),       t e [0, 1],

= F3(t),       te [1,2].

FeC2[-l,2] since g'(0)=g'(l)=0; F'(t)>0 on [-1,2] since Fx, F'2, Fa

are all positive.

Verifying that global uniqueness (i.e. condition (2.6)) holds is a matter

of checking cases. For example, if — l<í1<?2_0, then F(tx)+(llc)F'(tx)=

l<F(f2)+F'(/2) etc.

Global existence does not hold. For example let tx= — \¡2, i2=3/2.

Then F(tx)+(llc)F'(tx)=\=F(t2)+F'(t2). Thus 77(73,1/2, 3/2)=(2c-l)
arctan B and there is no solution if rx, r2 are chosen so that

|(cr2 - rx)l(2c - 1)| = n/2.

Remark. It is clear that a similar example could be constructed with

d= — 1 and c< —1. But the discussion of §1 shows that every problem

(1.1), (1.3) can be transformed by u=xect to (1.5), (1.6) if d— c>0 or

by u=xedt to (1.5), and (c-d)u(tx)+u'(tx)=rx, u'(t2)=r2 if c-d>0.

In each case global uniqueness is preserved by the transformation. Thus

the above example and its analogue (c<d= — 1) show that Theorem

1.1 does not hold, without further conditions on / for any a, ß, y, ô

with /S<M0 and 7)^0.
Remark. A theorem of Waltman [5] shows that global uniqueness

of (1.1), (1.2) even with /?<5#0 will imply global existence of the same

problem iff satisfies a further condition (in addition to the extendability

of initial value problems). For (1.1), (1.3) this condition is:

(dx + y)2 + (dy + f(t, x, y))2 -> co    as x2 + y2 -> oo

uniformly in te(a, b). It is not hard to see that this condition fails for the

above example.
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